
Harness The Power Of Your Mind Using
Hypnotherapy Treatment For Abundance And
Success

Working with multiple neuroscience-

based therapeutic methods, this therapy

goes deep into your subconscious to

unlock self-imposed limitations.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, September 14, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- We may find

ourselves frustrated with constant

setbacks in life. Finding stability is what

most aspire to accomplish. Be it

money, love, health, or an overall boost in confidence, our aim is to find success. People all over

encourage us to believe in the power of manifestation. But if we lack drive, it becomes hard to

achieve even the simplest of things. A shift in mindset is required. This is where Charles West’s

Divine Spark Coaching offers their RTT Hypnotherapy treatment. Conventionally, hypnotherapy

uses multiple sessions with a singular approach. The process takes time and patience and aims

to go deep into the subconscious and unlock the power of your mind using positive

reinforcement.RTT is a multi-faceted neuroscience-based method of different therapeutic

approaches, including hypnotherapy, to achieve fast and effective results in just one session.

RTT uses hypnotherapy treatment by introducing calming mental imagery to a specific problem.

It creates a deep state of concentration and focused attention, making you receptive to

suggestions. At this point, any external distractions, and internal thoughts that self-deprecate or

limit your potential are quietened by your own mind. This gives you control over your thoughts,

enabling you to channel your inner power to bring about positive change.

The therapy goes deep into your memories to identify triggers and focuses on inner-child

healing work to mend the wounds that are limiting your belief in yourself. Depending on the

nature of your problem, every RTT session lasts about 1.5-2 hours. At the end of the session, you

are released with positive reinforcement messaging and a post-session recording to listen to

regularly for 21 days.

If you are looking to heal from past wounds that are hindering your road to leading a successful

life, a breakthrough from deep within is necessary. Given the complexity and the need to resolve

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://divinesparkcoaching.net/rtt-hypnotherapy


matters fast, RTT is your best solution. As Marisa Peer aptly suggests, “if you want to be

abundant with money, love and health, the first thing you need to have is an abundant

mindset.”

About Divine Spark Coaching

Owned by Charles West, the center provides many services that can help you unblock your mind

and reach your highest potential with a deep level of fulfillment.
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